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Consultation on conversion to Academy status and joining the Xavier Catholic Education Trust 
 
Notes from Consultation: response forms and Open Meeting 
 
Response forms: 

 5 forms were received representing 9 children on roll (2%) 

 All were in support of the conversion and joining the Xavier CET 

 Two comments were made: 
o This looks like it will allow the school to have an even stronger culture 
o We whole-heartedly support Mr Lewin’s views knowing that he has the best interests of the pupils at heart. And from Surrey 

Council’s proposals regarding Children’s Centres, we are of the opinion that they don’t. St Thomas will be better off with the 
Academy and St Thomas’ making decisions on the education and welfare than Surrey County Council 

 
Open meeting: 

 The presentation from the meeting – see separate pdf – was led by Mr Lewin and followed 

 20 adults were present at the meeting held at 7.00pm on Tuesday 26th February 2019: 
o 17 parents (4 of whom are also Governors) representing 26 children (6%) (1 EYFS, 8 KS1, 17 KS2) 
o 7 Governors (including Mr Lewin) 

 In addition to the questions asked and answered within the presentation the following areas were discussed: 

Who decides on the central 
services which are provided and 
which are paid for by the school’s 
contribution? 

The Headteachers of all of the schools meet twice a term and shared needs are identified and taken to 
the CET trust board for consideration. The focus to date has been on premises and compliance assistance 
and SEN support. The key point is that the member schools have a voice and it has been very much needs-
led with the schools identifying key areas of need which have then been met by the CET. 

What would happen in 10 years if it 
went horribly wrong and the school 
wanted to withdraw? 

Once an academy and in the CET there is no turning back (currently – this could potentially change with a 
change of Government but unlikely…). However, we honestly and genuinely do not expect this to be the 
case with Xavier. It is a family of Catholic schools, not an external profit driven Trust or a collection of 
disparate schools. Heads and Chairs of Governors from each of the member schools are very much 
involved in the operational side of the Trust and the decisions that are made and which affect all the 
schools. Ultimately the Diocese would not allow the Trust to “go horribly wrong”. 

What impact will this have on the Likely to be strengthened. The Diocese has oversight of the CET and relationships are therefore robust and 
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relationships with the Diocese and 
Parish? 

very positive. The schools’ links with each other and with the parish are also likely to be stronger and on a 
more formal basis as schools inevitably work more closely together and across parishes too which will 
include those families in the school who live and worship outside of the Guildford churches. 

What will be the impact on non-
Catholic children? 

Absolutely none – except that they will obviously be a part of any school improvements that follow from 
membership of the Xavier CET. Admissions will not be affected and nor will any transition into KS3 

Financial security – if another 
school in the CET is struggling 
financially would we be bailing 
them out? 

One advantage of joining the CET and becoming an academy is greater financial scrutiny. Schools cannot 
be in deficit and so the controls and support that the Trust does and will continue to provide will mean 
that this scenario would not be allowed to happen. 

Would the income from Governors 
Fund or Tommy’s have to be 
shared? 

No, what is ours is ours and that won’t change and is the same for all the schools. The funding from 
Government is the same as now but comes into the CET rather than Surrey and capital monies are the 
same. The Trust will share the capital funding by need. 

Given what is happening to the 
Local Authority and the squeeze on 
services Is it ethical to move to be 
an academy – will it have a 
detrimental effect on those schools 
left behind as less money comes in 
to the LA? 

It is a sad fact but a key element in our decision to consider this move now is, as explained in the 
presentation, that the Local Authority services are contracting and as other schools academies around us 
we begin to be isolated and support becomes harder to find. Every school has the opportunity to 
academies, we are very fortunate that at the point that we are considering the move we have a very 
successful and positive place to go in the Xavier Trust. It is an ethical conundrum but ultimately we have 
to do what is best for our children now and in the future and that has to be the driver for our decisions. 

How are the internal services which 
the Trust provides shared between 
the schools? 

The SEN support is shared by need. Everyone contributes (like we do now to Surrey) and each school has 
their fair share of the service according to their need. At the moment we understand that there is excess 
time which is then sold to schools outside the Trust and so becomes an income source for the Trust.  

Can the trust raise income from 
selling its services 

Yes, but the focus is the needs of the schools within the Trust. Only any excess provision would be sold 
outside the Trust – the member schools benefit first and foremost. 

Does the central contribution that 
the school has to make to the Trust 
go up and down as schools join? 

Currently surrey “top slices” our funding to pay for services they provide. Effectively the same is done 
within the Trust to help pay for the central services provided. If the central costs increase because more 
schools join then arguably the rate would have to go up but there will be a point at which this wouldn’t be 
necessary. Our joining would not create a rate raise as far as we are aware. The more likely scenario for a 
rate rise would be if Heads decided more central services were needed then the rate would have to 
increase to finance it. 

Will the holiday dates be set by the Yes but they currently follow Surrey dates. INSET days are partly set by the CET for shared CPD but 3 of 
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Trust? the days are left to the individual schools to set to meet their individual improvement priorities. 

Will the conditions for staff 
change? I’ve heard of trusts where 
staff are forced to work through 
holidays and don’t get a chance to 
recharge their batteries 

Staff employment conditions are protected by law. Teachers are employed full time and there is an 
expectation of some school time in holidays – planning, preparation and assessment. However, the Trust 
is very keen to protect and promote a positive work life balance for all staff. We have spoken with staff 
already inside the Trust and they are nothing but positive about the Trust’s attitude towards staff 
welfare. 

Why has Mr Lewin changed his 
mind on academies? 

When the academy programme began some years ago I felt that it would divide schools and weaken the 
Local Authority – creating barriers between schools rather than breaking them down. Now, the world has 
moved on and academies are here to stay and the local picture has changed dramatically in the ways that 
I feared. The Guildford Confederation is closing in August due to a lack of support from schools that have 
already joined academy trusts – a lack of support which comes from the fact that the services and school 
to school network and support is no longer needed by those schools from the Confederation because they 
can access it from their academy groups. The Local Authority is contracting due to the loss of schools to 
academies and due to huge funding pressures. This is not going to change. My view now therefore is that 
becoming an academy in order to be able to join the Xavier Trust is, in the context that we are now in, a 
very positive and beneficial option for the school. 

What are the next steps and time 
scale if the academisation goes 
ahead? 

There has been an ongoing due diligence exercise by the Xavier CET on us and by us on them. The Xavier 
Trust want us to be part of the CET. We have a couple of questions to which we need answers but the 
process would continue with a formal application to the Diocese (to be heard at a meeting next week) 
and then, if the Diocese agree to our application, an application is then made to the Department for 
Education who will consider the situation and grant an order of conversion. This is unlikely to be any 
earlier than September 2019, which would be an ideal point in time to convert and join the Trust but that 
timescale is out of our hands. 

 
 


